
This guide applies primarily to man-positioning ma-
chines designed to improve the efficiency of orchard har-
vest workers.

Many of the mechanical devices available for servicing
trees are capable of several uses, including assistance to
harvesting, pruning, tree tying, selective spraying, and
blight inspection and removal. In some instances they may
be adapted to maintenance services on farm buildings and
facilities.

The decision to acquire mechanical aids for orchard
work requires justification that will satisfy the purchaser.
Costs comparing present and proposed methods will be an
important factor guiding a purchaser's selection. Ideally,
cost information should be based on actual experience ;
however, if performance data is not available, estimates
adapted to each situation will aid judgment.

Some factors other than cost also may influence or de-
termine the ultimate decision. Examples include changes in
physical and skill requirements of labor, attitude of work-
ers and supervisors, changes in production due to changes
in worker fatigue, reaction of labor groups, and any in-
fluence the proposed change may have on total production.
Further, a small grower, doing much of his own orchard
work, might consider personal physical convenience as ade-
quate cause for owning a mechanical orchard aid. It is
conceivable that he even would pay additional operating
costs for the sake of his comfort. Also, conditions may in-
fluence a grower, large or small, to choose to minimize the
number of his employees. His main interest would be in
the increased productivity and resulting lower labor re-
quirement made possible by machine assistance, although
there might not be a direct cost advantage.

Each producer should examine his own situation in
order to decide whether or not to use mechanical orchard
aids. The accompanying check list is intended to assist
in making a satisfactory equipment selection once the deci-
sion to mechanize has been made. Not every item on the
check list will be of equal importance to each individual
considering orchard service equipment. Also note that some
of the suggestions do not apply directly to machine selec-
tion. For this reason, it may be advantageous to first study
the list and establish suitable priorities before comparing
specific qualities of available equipment.
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Operation

Is the fuel capacity adequate for at
least one day's work?
Are the movements of controls
"natural" with respect to direction?
Are controls located to minimize
"reach" delays?
Are controls comfortable to use?

Is noise and vibration below the
level of operator interference?
Is storage space provided for per-
sonal equipment of the crew ?
Can special tires or wheels be
easily installed to adapt the ma-
chine to unusual ground conditions?
Can lights be attached for night
use?
Are accessories used on the ma-
chine carried in safe locations when
not in use?
Are outlets provided for auxiliary
hydraulic or air-operated equip-
ment ?
Can pallets or bins be carried?

Can the machine pick up and. de-
posit containers?
If a tractor moves the machine,
can the driver be productive when
not driving?

Maintenance

Are guarantees realistic and serv-
iceable?
Is the machine well finished and of
durable construction?
Are working parts standard and
readily obtainable from suppliers?
Are parts subject to repair, re-
placement, or regular maintenance
easily reached?
Is storage space available for basic
tools and supplies?
Are protective covers provided for
parts subject to weather damage?
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Maintenance (Cont.)

Can major repairs for preventive
maintenance be scheduled during
nonworking periods ?
What additional servicing facilities
will be required?

Safety

Are safety valves provided on boom
type machines to prevent accidents
in the event of hydraulic system
failure?
Can controls be operated from the
ground for emergency use?
Do moving parts have safety
guards ?
Are there irregular projections that
will catch in limbs or other ob-
jects?
Are operating and service instruc-
tions well located, clearly stated,
and durably printed?
Does the design meet public and
underwriter code requirements ?

Orchard Practice

Is the machine adaptable to pres-
ent tree spacing, slopes, soil condi-
tions, tree size and shape, and
ground cover ?
Will changes in cultivation prac-
tices and irrigation schedules or
methods be required to make ma-
chine harvesting possible or more
efficient?
Will removal of low branches aid
machine use?
Can more uniform and accessible
fruit-bearing areas be obtained
through modification of tree struc-
ture?
Will the use of machines permit
more fruit-bearing area at the tops
of the trees ?

Labor Requirements

Are any restrictive operator char-
acteristics required for mechanical-
aid operation?
To what extent is operator training
needed or justified ?
What wage payment system is best
suited to the method : piece rate,
hourly pay, or group incentive?
Does use of the machine restrict
or extend the source of operators
to migrants, local people, women,
high school children, and elderly
people?
Should picking be exclusively by
machine or in teams including
ground pickers and/or pickers with
short ladders ?
How will machine or team picking
influence production, scheduling, su-
pervision, record keeping, and the
distribution and collecting of fruit
containers ?
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Will performance of the machine
and productivity be affected by the
size and weight of the operator ?
Is there an alternative productive
use for the machine operator (s)
during machine breakdowns ?
How will use of the machine in-
fluence operator fatigue, safety, and
morale?

Product Quality
Are fruit-holding bags made of
vinyl coated fabric to minimize
skin burn on thin-skinned fruits ?
Is fruit stored on the machine pro-
tected from damage by falling ma-
terials or pressure from limbs?
Will the amount of fruit knocked
off and damaged be reduced by
picking low fruit first?

Depreciation

What is the anticipated life of the
device?
Is the machine subject to early
obsolescence ?
Will it have a salvage value?

Is the machine designed especially
for harvesting?
Can some of the cost of the ma-
chine be allocated to other activi-
ties such as pruning, thinning, tree
tying, hedge row wiring and train-
ing, blight inspection and removal,
and other farm activities?

Evaluation

Can operating and service charges
be allocated to major uses of the
machine such as harvesting, prun-
ing, and thinning ?
Will improvements in record keep-
ing justify installation of a time
recorder on the machine, such as
those commonly used on lift trucks ?
Can indirect costs associated with
machine activities be determined
(such as clerical, insurance, and
supervision) ?
Will increased output or reduced
fruit damage warrant the cost of a
power conveyor to move fruit from
picking station to a bulk container ?
Are equipment operators consulted
about their ideas for improve-
ments?
Are critical observations made pe-
riodically in order to improve
methods?
What is the total harvesting cost
per unit of fruit for alternative
methods ? (Unit cost = annual
costs per units picked per year +
labor and hourly costs per units
picked per hour + cost of fruit
loss and grade reduction per unit.)




